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Overview
In several European countries, 10% or more of the student population now has a migrant background; and some countries are facing this phenomenon for the very first time. There is growing concern that students with an immigrant background perform lower than their native peers. Dealing effectively with the increasing migration-related diversity in schools, and in society at large, thus presents challenges. Nations in Europe differ considerably in their responses. For example, in Greece, for a school to be classified as intercultural, at least 45% of its student population must be non-Greek, but not all schools which pass this threshold are classified as intercultural. In Germany, ‘integration’ has become a policy buzzword but the country is still struggling to leave behind the image of the third-generation ‘foreigner’ (Ausländer) or ‘foreign citizen’ (ausländische Mitbürger). In Britain, we have witnessed a rethinking of multiculturalism which led to the emergence of ‘community cohesion’ as a public agenda alongside promoting global citizenship. Schooling in Ireland, by contrast, is shaped by the Catholic Church regarding enrolment policies and curriculum content.

The core questions that I have explored in the book Negotiating Political Identities: Multiethnic Schools and Youth in Europe are: How do EU and national policies connect to what is happening in schools across Europe? What differences exist in response to the challenges of globalization, migration and European integration within and between schools in a country and between countries? What are the impacts of school ethos and peer cultures on integration and identity formation? How can we balance cultural diversity and social cohesion in such a way as to promote more inclusive citizenship and educational policies?

The findings presented here are based on a comprehensive analysis of EU and national policy documents and other relevant data collected as part of fieldwork in four secondary schools in England (London) and Germany (Stuttgart). The primary material analysed includes 410 student questionnaires, 24 student focus groups, 32 individual student interviews, 16 teacher
interviews as well as a number of informal observations during time spent in schools and discussions with other researchers and practitioners during conferences and seminars.

**Main Findings**
Different historical engagements with national identity, migration-related diversity and European integration have had enormous impacts on the identities students can access in schools across Europe. German schools generally promote Europe rather than national identity whereas English schools favour national and multicultural topics and pay little attention to Europe in the curriculum. However, schools reinterpret the national political framework in different ways creating distinct learning environments that affect young people. It is therefore the micro policies within schools and local contexts that matter most.

I closely analysed four schools with rather different ethos and policies:

1. **Tannberg Hauptschule** was located in a predominantly working-class inner-city area in Stuttgart. The school had 62% ethnic minority students and advocated what I call a ‘Eurocentric approach’ in the sense that some teachers were rather hostile toward migrants, particularly Turkish students. For example, they occasionally spoke German with a foreign accent and referred to beef sauce as ‘Muslim sauce’.

2. **Goethe Gymnasium** was located in a more middle-class area in the same inner-city area as Tannberg. The school had 24% ethnic minority students and promoted what I termed a ‘liberal approach’ that combined European and multicultural issues. In both German schools, the relationships between different groups were congenial.

3. **Millroad School** was located in a primarily working-class inner-city area in London. The school had 80% ethnic minority students and generally celebrated its cultural and ethnic diversity without advocating a sense of cohesiveness. For example, there were multilingual signs, Turkish music and dance performances and students sat within their own ethnic group inside all classrooms. The result was lots of ethnic tensions.

4. **Darwin School** in the same inner-London borough, by contrast, celebrated neutrality and similarity and emphasized liberal democratic values – what I call ‘multicultural Britishness’. 27% of students were from ethnic minority backgrounds, similar to Goethe Gymnasium in Stuttgart. There was hardly any conflict apart from occasional name-calling which was more homophobic than ethnic-related.

These distinct schooling approaches impacted in rather different ways on young people’s identities. It is important to note that the socio-economic backgrounds of Turkish students, my main group, were similar across all schools which strongly suggests the levels of integration and identity formation were due to schooling (i.e. ethos, peer cultures, curricula).

In both working-class schools, many ethnic majority and Turkish minority students did not connect much with Europe as an identity and favoured their own ethnic group. At Millroad, as a result of the ethnic conflict, students described themselves as Turkish-only or English-only. At Tannberg, the picture was slightly more complex in that male Turkish 15-year-olds would
typically describe themselves as Turkish German or Turkish Stuttgarter whereas girls would more commonly refer to themselves as German Turkish, arguably as a result of the patriarchal structure of Turkish society. This suggests higher levels of integration among working-class youth in Germany. In both middle-class schools, many students first and foremost identified themselves as ‘being British’ or ‘being German’. ‘Being European’ was part of students’ multi-layered identities at Goethe but not at Darwin. This means that young people in England have rather limited access to Europe regardless of socio-economic background.

The study looked at differences between and within countries. Germany and England had different approaches to national identity, migration-related diversity and Europe, and these factors were linked with between-country differences in young people’s opinions and identity formations. Youth in both German schools generally revealed a significantly higher level of geopolitical knowledge about Europe than their counterparts in both English schools. Over 80% in the German sample correctly identified the location of six European countries on a map whereas in the English sample only one country (Britain) was correctly identified by eight out of ten students. The score at Tannberg Hauptschule (63%) was still higher than in the middle-class Darwin School in England (49%). This difference highlights the increased European awareness and identity among young people in German schools.

Apart from differences between countries, different school approaches were most important in accounting for within-country differences of identity formation. At Tannberg, Turkish youth were subject to verbal abuse and discrimination because of their cultural and religious ‘otherness’. The Eurocentric approach made it difficult for them to identify with Germany, let alone Europe. However, as a result of being born in Germany, they were able to mediate such marginalization. At Goethe Gymnasium, the peer-group and teacher-student dynamics were less divisive. Both ethnic majority and Turkish minority students showed higher levels of integration, as observed through inter-ethnic friendships. Their privileged backgrounds created better opportunities for them within and beyond school and, consequently, they felt more comfortable in German society and saw themselves as German Europeans.

Millroad School in London had the strongest ethnic conflict and there was little sense among staff of how to bond the conflicting school communities together. Turkish youth were locked in a battle with African Caribbean students over who controlled the school territory which left ethnic majority students (who were in fact in the minority in this school) marginalized. As a result, all students formed strong nationalistic and exclusionary identities. In contrast, at Darwin, teachers made a conscious effort to integrate students on the basis of being British citizens living in a multi-ethnic community. 15-year-olds felt comfortable talking to each other which was associated with the development of Turkish British and English British identities (in the case of Turkish and ethnic majority students respectively).

Ethnic majority students in all schools formed what I call ‘chains of identities’, integrating local, regional and ( supra)national spheres. In both German schools, ethnic majority youth linked the local Stuttgart, regional Baden-Württemberg (Swabian), national German and
supranational European citizenship level. However, in the English context, as a result of the different prioritization of Europe at government level, these chains of identities typically excluded Europe. It is worth noting that majority-group students, in both Germany and England, generally also had a regional identity (Swabian or English) whereas virtually none of the Turkish respondents saw themselves as Swabian or English.

Put differently, Turkish 15-year-olds broke the chain by linking the local with the European level (Stuttgart European identities) or the local with the national level (Turkish Stuttgarter identities). I call this a ‘triangle of identities’. In such a triangle it is possible to combine all the different political identities (local, regional, national and supranational) without seeing one as being integrated within the other. In fact, most Turkish interviewees saw regional and national identities as competing and said that you have to be born Swabian or English in order to draw on these identities (which are unavailable to them).

**Recommendations**

- I recommend a balance between cultural diversity and social cohesion. Celebrating diversity or advocating nationalistic (or Eurocentric) views undermines social cohesion and can drive communities further apart.
- I would like to see policies incorporate diversity and allow all people to forge new identities that are recognized and valued at school and government level. Policies that only promote assimilation or pluralism are an ineffective means of bonding together ethnic majority and minority communities, in schools and societies at large.
- The challenge that needs to be addressed is how to mobilize the cultural and linguistic capital of migrants and the host community in order to promote inclusive citizenship models and cohesive policies, not how best to assimilate migrants.
- In terms of curriculum development, finding a balance between national, European, global and migration-related topics and units is pertinent to allow young people access to all aspects of the knowledge economy, including Europe.
- With regard to teacher training and recruitment, I would like to see a true reflection among staff of population diversity in each European country and more intercultural awareness and knowledge as part of formal qualification.
- Potentially divisive and derogatory terms, such as ‘foreigner’, ‘foreign citizen’, ‘alien’, ‘newcomer’, ‘black’ or ‘white’ to mention but a few should be critically reviewed at all levels and replaced with terminology that reflects reality on the ground. This includes terms like Turkish German or Irish Polish.
- Integration takes places at many levels. It is to be welcomed that decision-makers continue or renew their efforts to promote a multiethnic, multifaith concept of nation-states and Europe that includes EU and third-country nationals.
- It is not only national governmental responses that drive integration on the ground, but above all individual school approaches in terms of ethos, peer cultures and micro policies. Management staff need to be aware of their role in the migration challenge.